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We construct function (coordinate) algebras of multi-parameter quantum defor- 
mations of G= XL(N), GL(N), SO(N). O(N), and Sp(N). When G is of rank I, the 
obtained function algebra has 1 +[(I- 1)/2 continuous parameters and some 
discrete parameters whose values are roots of unity. To do this, we introduce a 
notion of co-quasitriangular bialgebras and study their group-like elements 
(quantum determinants). (0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
After the discovery of Drinfeld and Jimbo’s quantum enveloping algebra 
U,(g), it was commonly recognized that there exists a deep connection 
between integrable quantum systems and representations of Hopf algebras 
(cf. [9, 4, 81). Recently, it was discovered by Demidov et al. [3], Sudbery 
[14], and Takeuchi [16] that U,(gI(N)) or the corresponding function 
algebra admits a multi-parameter generalization. A little later, for any 
Kac-Moody algebra g of rank Z, Okado and Yamane [lo] and 
Reshetikhin [12] defined a Hopf algebra U,,,(g), the generalization of 
U,(g), which has 1 + I(!- 1)/2 continuous parameters. 
In this paper, we construct Hopf algebras which can be regarded as the 
function (or coordinate) algebras of the quantum groups by using YB 
operators /? (i.e., solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation) corresponding to 
U&g) for g=sI(N), so(N), sp(N). From a single YB operator j3, we 
have two ways of constructing a Hopf algebra. The strategy is as follows 
(cf. L-5, 7, 151): 
(0) First, find group-like elements g of the bialgebra H = H, which 
is defined by p. Then 
(1) (XL-like construction) Pose the relation g = 1 in the bialgebra 
H and show the quotient has an antipode, or 
(2) (GL-like construction) Add an inverse g-’ of g to H and show 
that the obtained bialgebra H[g-‘1 has an antipode. 
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In our case, the bialgebra H has a group-like element det which we call 
the quantum determinant. When g = so(N) or sp(N), H has another group- 
like element quad. In the case when these elements are not central, the 
bialgebra obtained by ,.X-like construction is degenerate. We compute 
commutation relations of these elements and generators of the algebra H 
and determine the condition that they are central. As a consequence 
of X-like contruction, we obtain the Hopf algebras A(SL,.(N)), 
40,p,,(N)), A(~O,p,,(Nj), and A(SP~,~,,(N)). If the corresponding 
classical group has rank I, then the algebra has 1+ I(Z- I)/2 continuous 
parameters and some additional discrete parameters whose values are roots 
of unity. We also show that most of them are co-quasitriangular (CQT) 
(cf. Drinfeld [4]). 
On the other hand, we develop the theory of GL-like construction 
as a special case of the theory of non-commutative localization of 
CQT bialgebras, and we obtain CQT Hopf algebras A( Gf.,,(I + I)), 
A(GO,,,,r (21+ l)), A(GSp&l+ 1)) and A(GO,,,(21)). Each of them has 
1 + I( 1+ 1)/2 continuous parameters. 
In Section 1, we introduce a notion of CQT bialgebra. Since Drinfeld’s 
quasitriangular Hopf algebra is an abstraction of U,(g), a CQT bialgebra 
seems to be a natural abstraction of function algebras of quantum 
(semi-)groups. In Section 2, we study group-like elements g of CQT 
bialgebras through inner automorphisms 3,. For example, we prove that 
these elements are mutually commutative. In Section 3, we construct 
localization of CQT bialgebras by means of their (not necessarily central) 
group-like elements. In Section 4, we recall some basic facts on quantum 
matrices. In Section 5, we give some explicit formulas of solutions of 
constant YB equations. In Section 6, we define some group-like elements of 
the corresponding quantum matrices, and calculate commutator relations 
of these and other elements. As a consequence, we obtain function algebras 
of multi-parameter quantum groups. In Section 7, we construct Hopf 
algebra pairings between these and U,Jg). 
The author would like to his hearty thanks to Professors M. Okado and 
H. Yamane for explaining their and Reshetikhin’s results to him. He also 
thanks Professors Y. Kanie and A. Tsuchiya for their encouragement an 
interest in the work. 
Notation. Throughout this paper, A : H --) H@ H (resp. a: H -+ K) 
denotes the coproduct (resp. counit) of a bialgebra H over a field K, and 
w = Ok: M -+ MQ H denotes the structure map of a right H-comodule M. 
We also use Sweedler’s “sigma” notation A(x) = xi,, xcl) 0x(,,, A @id 0 A(x) 
=idOA~A(x)=C~,,x(,,Ox(,,Ox(,,, ~&f(U) = C(u) lqo)Q U(l) (XEK 
UE M), etc. (cf. [l]). For vector spaces V, W, we denote the linear map 
VQ W-+ WQ V; u@\v~w~@u (UE V, we W) by rV,*. 
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1. CO-QUASITRIANGULAR BIALGEBRAS 
Let H be a bialgebra over a field K. Let p be an invertible element of the 
dual algebra (HO H)* of the coalgebra HO H. We say that (H, p) is 
co-quasitriangular (or CQT) if p satisfies the relations 
c <P, X(l) QY(1,) X(2) Y(2) = 1 Y(lp(l)(P~ X 2)0 J’(2)) (1.1) (XL fY) (X).(Y) 
(P* XYQZ) =c <P, xQql)~GA Yoq2)) (1.2) (3) 
<P, -~QYZ) = c (P, X,l,QZ)<P7 X(2)OV> (1.3) 
(x) 
(p,xQl)=(p, lox>=&), (1.4) 
where x, y, z E H. If H is finite dimensional, then (H, p) is CQT if and only 
if (H*, p) is quasitriangular; in other words, the above relations are 
equivalent to the following (cf. Drinfeld [4]): 
(1.5) 
Here we use the notation p12 = p @I 1, p23 = 1 Op, etc. Let (H, p) be a 
CQT bialgebra..As well as that of a quasitriangular bialgebra, the catego.ry 
of right H-comodules has the structure of a quasitensor category; that is, 
we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (1) For right H-comodules M, N, the tensor product 
M@ N is isomorphic to NO M by the map jlIM,,, :MB N + N 0 M defined 
b 
B*&v(uQ~)= 1 qo,Q~(cl,(P~ U(l)Q’o(l)) (uEM, UEN). (1.6) 
(u)(u) 
(2) For right H-comodule maps f: M + M’, g: N + N’, we have 
P M’,N’“f 0 g= s@f OBM,N. 
(3) For right H-comodules L, M, N, we have 
P ~~M,N=BL.NQid~oidLQP~M,N, 
PL.‘wca)N= idMQPr.N~BL,MQib 
(1.7) 
(4) Identfi K with the comodule with the coaction 1, H 1, @ 1 N. 
Then, /?,,, = z K, M, /?,, K = TV, K for each comodule M. 
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Proof. Part (1) follows from (l.l), part (3) follows from (1.2) and 
(1.3), and part (4) follows from (1.4). Part (2) follows from direct 
computation. 1 
Let (H, p) and (H’, p’) be CQT bialgebras. We say that a mapf: H -+ N’ 
is a map of CQT bialgebras if f is a bialgebra map such that 
(f@f)*(~‘) = p. Let I be a biideal of a CQT bialgebra (H, p). We say that 
I is CQT if (p, H@ I+ 10 H) = 0. Then, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (H, p) and I be as above. Then there is a unique 
p’ E (H/I@ H/I)* suclz that the projection H -++ H/I becomes a map of CQT 
hialgebras. 
The next result is frequently used in the next two sections. 
LEMMA 1.3. [f (H, p) is CQT, then ((H, Aop), p-‘) is also CQT. Here 
(H, Aop) denotes a bialgebra with the same product as H and the opposite 
coproduct Aop(x) = &.) x~~~@ xtl) 
The proof is straightforward. 
2. GROUP-LIKE ELEMENTS OF CQT BIALGEBRAS 
Let (H, p) be a CQT bialgebra. Let GLE(H) be the semigroup of all 
group-like elements of H, that is, GLE(H) = { 0 # g E H ( A(g) = g 0 g >. 
For g E GL,E( H), we define an endomorphism 3, on H by 
%w = 1 <P> “(1,O g> X,Z)W1, X(3,@ g> (x E H). V.lP 
(I) 
THEOREM 2.1. (1) For each gEGLE(H), 3, is a CQT bialgebra 
automorphism. Its inverse is given by 
3,‘(x)=C (p-1, X(I)@ g> X,,)(P, X(3,0 g> (2.2) 
(x) 
(2) The map g c, 3, is a semigroup homomorphism from GLE(H) into 
End(H). 
Proof. It is easy to see that the right hand side of (2.2) defines the 
inverse of 3,. Using (1.2) for (H, p) and ((H, Aop), p-l), we obtain 
3,(x)!)= c 0, x(l)O g>(P2 Yilj@ g> 
(r1,i.v) 
X-q2,Y(2,W19 X(3) 0 g)h-‘, Y(3)@ g> 
=3,(x) q.(Y). 
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On the other hand, 
= c (P, “(I)@ g> -‘c(Z) &CX(3)) 0 x(4)(P p1, -x(5) 0 ST> (x) 
= d(3,(x)). 
Hence 3, is a bialgebra automorphism. From (1.2), we obtain 
w,w,)*(P), XOY) 
By (l.l), the right hand side is just 
=( Z,,’ 
P,x(ljoY(,,)~PP-‘~~~(2,Y(2,~g) 
x, 
= <P, -XOY). 
Thus ZSg is an automorphism of the CQT bialgebra (H, p). Part (2) follows 
from (1.2) and (1.4). 1 
THEOREM 2.2. (1) For x E H and g E GLE(H), we have 
gx = 3,(x) $5 xg = gS,‘(x). 
In particular, J,(x) = gxg- ’ if g is invertible. 
(2) For g, h E GLE(H), we have 3,(h) = h. 
(3) For xeH andgEGLE(H), gx=O fund only ifxg=O. 
(4) The semigroup GLE(H) is commutative. 
Proof: From (1.1 ), we have 
qxk=C P(,,<PT x&gxP-‘? x(3)og) 
C-x) 
= gx. 
(2.3) 
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This proves (.l). Part (2) is easy. Suppose gx = 0 for some g E GLE(H). 
Then, using (1 j, (2), and the fact that 5;’ is an algebra map, we obtain 
0 = 3; ‘( gx) = g3,‘(x) 
= xg. 
This proves part (3). Part (4) follows from (1) and (2 j. 1 
We call 3, (g E GLE(H)) an inner automorphism of (H, p). 
3. LOCALIZATION OF CQT BIALGEBRAS 
As an application of Section 2, we define localization of CQT bialgebras 
with respect to their group-like elements. See [13, Chapter II] for the 
localization theory of non-commutative algebras which we use below. Let 
(& p) be a CQT bialgebra and G be a sub semigroup of GLE(H). For 
(x, g), (?:, h) E Hx G, put (x, g) - (v, h) if there exist c, de H such that 
xc = yd and gc = hd E G. Let x/g denote the equivalence class containing 
(x, g). Then, by Theorem 2.2, H[ G ~ ‘1 := (H x G)/ - becomes a K-algebra 
with an addition and a multiplication defined by x/g + y//z = (xh + yg j/gh 
and (x/g)(y/h)=x3;‘(y)/gh. Moreover, an element XE H belongs to the 
kernel of the map H -+H[G-‘1; x~x/l if and only if gx=O in H for 
some gE G. Further, we have the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (H, p) be a CQT bialgebra and G be a sub semigroup 
of GLE(Hj. Then H[G-‘1 is a CQT bialgebra with a coproduct A, a counit 
E, and an operator po defined bJ 
(po, a/gOb/h)= c (p, a(z,Ob,,,)(p-l,a(l,~h) 
(ah,(b) 
x (p-l, gOb&P, g@h) 
where a, b E H, g, h E G. 
ProoJ: We first show that (x, g) - (y, h) if and only if xs = yt, gs = ht 
for some s, t E G. Let c, d be elements of H such that xc = yd and 
gc = hd E G. Then we obtain 
cg=g3,1(c)=3,‘(gc) 
= gc. 
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Hence s := cgh and t := dgh belong to G and satisfy the desired property. 
Now it is rather routine matter to verify that the above maps are well- 
defined and that H[G-‘1 becomes a bialgebra. Let a, b be elements of H 
and g, 12 be elements of G. We show (1.3) for H[G-I]. Using the relation 
(1.3) for p twice, we get 
=I (P-‘, q,,@gX~, qz,O~,l(W 
(a) 
= (pG, a@ g-lb). 
Similarly, 
(pc,h-‘@g-lb)= (pc, h-‘ObXp,, h-‘Og-‘). 
This proves the relation (1.3) for pG when x = a or h-l, y = g-‘, and z = b. 
The more general case can be reduced to these cases by using (1.2) and 
(1.3) for (H, p) and ((H, d“P), p-l). Finally, we show the relation (1.1) for 
pG. By (1.1) for ((II, dOP),p-l), we have 
Hence, 
2 <PC, a(,, Oh-‘> ~(2) IZ -‘=C <pc, u&W’) h-lq,,. 
(0) (0) 
Similarly, 
1 (PG, g-‘Ob,,,W’b,,,=~ (P, g-‘Ob,,,O,,,g-‘. 
(b) (b) 
Now the relation (1.1) for pG follows from these relations and the relation 
(1.2) and (1.3) for pG. 1 
The localization H[G-‘1 has the following universal mapping property. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (H, p) and G be as above. Let f: H -+ H’ be an 
algebra (resp. a bialgebra, a CQT bialgebra) map. If f(g) is invertible 
for each gE G, then there exists the unique algebra (resp. bialgebra, 
CQT bialgebra) map f: H[G- ‘I--+ H’ such that the following diagram is 
commutative: 
b--L f 
H[G-‘1 T H’ 
The proof is straightforward. As a corollary of this result, we obtain the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (H, p) and G be as above. If the bialgebra 
H[G-‘1 has an antipode, then H[G-‘1 = H[GLE(H)-‘1 as CQT 
bialgebras. 
4. QUANTUM MATRICES 
In this section, we recall some notations and results of [6, 71 (see 
also [S]). Let V= @ 1 G iG N Ku, be a vector space and /3 ,, be a linear 
automorphism on V@ I/. We say that V= (V, fly) is a Yang-Baxter (YB) 
pair (or flv is a YB operator on V) if By satisfies the following relation: 
81082’81 =&“Pl~Pz~ P1 :=Bv@idv, fi2 :=id.@/Iv. 
The quantum matrix on V is a YB pair defined by 
(E, PE)=(V*@ V, (id@z@id)~((‘,8)iOfi)~(id@r@id)). 
We define a basis {xii} of E by xii= vi0 uj and call it the matric generators 
with respect to {u,}, where {vi} denotes the dual basis of (ui}. Let 
T(E) := Orb,, E@’ be the tensor algebra equipped with a coproduct d and 
a counit E defined by 
d(x,)= 5 X,QXkj, E(XJ = 6, 
k=l 
Then the quantum matric bialgebra on V is defined by the quotient 
SE := T(E)/(Im(id,,, - BE)). 
We define a SE-comodule structure on V by uj I-+ xi uiO xii. Then 
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Pi:=id~‘-‘OBvOid~‘-‘-’ (1 < id r - 1) becomes an automorphism 
of the tensor product comodule YBr. It is known that each graded 
component S,E := Im(EQ’ --) SE) becomes a sub coalgebra which is 
isomorphic to End,(,,( Ymr)*. H ere B(r) denotes a subalgebra of End V@” 
generated by fii (1~ i < r - 1). For I, s > 0, define a linear automorphism 
Y, = P~ALL) on VQr 0 VW’” by the following formulas: 
prs = -r p-s”, $&’ o/L, pro = par = id y” r, Br1=81’JP2n ... OBr, 
B,=(id~“-lOB,l)o(id,O’-‘Op,,Oidv)o ‘.. o(Pr,@idp”-‘). 
Since prs~Ends(,)(VQ”)OEnd,(,,(VQ”), P =P(PJ :=Cr,sao p,,(P.) defines 
an element of ((SE) @ (SE))*. As an immediate consequence of [7, Sect. 11, 
we get 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For each YB pair V, (SE, p) is a CQT bialgebra. 
Remark. Let a be a non-zero number and E’ be the quantum matrix on 
( V, a/IV). Though SE’ 2: SE as bialgebras, SE’ is not isomorphic to SE as 
CQT bialgebras; since p,(afiv) = a”p,(Pr,). 
Since SE is a graded algebra, GLE(SE) has a structure of graded 
semigroup; that is, 
GLE(SE) = jj GLE(SE),, GLE(SE), := GLE(SE) n S,E, 
t-20 
GLE(SE), = ( 1 }, GLE(SE), GLE(SE), c GLE(SE),+.. 
In particular, except for 1, no element of GLE(SE) is invertible. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let g be a group-like element of SE. Then the biideal 
(g- 1) :=(SE)(g- l)(SE) is CQT if and only if p,,,, = z,,,, and 
B Kg, 1' = ~Kg, V’ 
Proof By (1.2), (1.4), (~,(g-l)@H)=Oifandonlyif (p,g@x)= 
E(X) (x E SE). Since 
by (1.3), this condition is equivalent to (p, g@ xii) = 6,. Since 
fi,,,v(g@~j) =Ci ui@g(p, g@xU), this is equivalent to /?,,, [,= 
~ubg, V’ I 
LEMMA 4.3. Let g be a group-like element of SE. If j?v,Kg(ui@ g) = 
big @I ui (1~ i < N), then 3,(xq) = bib,: ‘xii. 
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Proof. Since p(ujO g)=xi g@ui(p, xv@ g), we have (p, xV@ g) = 
6,bi. Since 
we also have (p-l, xii 0 g) = 6,b,. Now the lemma follows from the 
definition of 3,. 1 
5. YANGBAXTER OPERATORS WITH GAUGE PARAMETERS 
Let X, be the Cartan matrix A,, B,, C,, or DI. Define an integer N by 
(X= .4) 
(X= B) 
(X= C, D). 
ForX=B,C,D,weseti’=N+l-i(l<idN)and 
-1 (X= B, D) 1 ,’ = Ej = (1 <i< (N-i- 1)/2) 
1 w= Cl, -v ((N+1)/2fi<N), 
f= j 
i 
i-v/2 (1 di<(N+ 1)/2) 
(i= (N+ 1)/2) 
i + v/2 ((N+1)/2<i$N). 
For X= A, C, D (resp. X= B), let q (resp. ql!‘) be a non-zero number such 
that q2# 1. Let P= [pVllGijc,,, be a matrix such that POE 56 x and that 
pijpji= pji= 1 ix= A, B, C D), 
pii, = pi7 = p,;’ (X= 4 C D), (5.1) 
Pi/+l=P/+licl (X= B). 
For X= B, C, D, let r = (rr, . . . . rI) be a sequence of non-zero numbers. We 
define numbers Ri (I< i < N) by 
(rl...rI--lrL)2 R;’ (X= B) 
(rl ..-rlpl)’ r,R;’ (X= C) 
(rl ...r1-2)2 rl-,r,Rl:” (X= D) 
(l<i<(N+t)/2). 
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We define YB operators PV=IBq,JA1) and Bv=Pq,P,r(XI) (X=4 C, D) on 
v:= Ol<i<N Cui by the following formulas: 
&,(A,)=CEjOE;+q 1 p,EjOE;+(l-q2) 1 E@E$ 
&$JX[)= ; (E:QEj+~~~R,R,‘E:,QE:.) 
i>j 
r 
if i’ 
+q c Ej@E;+q c ptiRiRJ:‘E{QE; 
i k i 
i = i’ i#j,j’ 
+ (1 -q2) 1 (Ej@E;-Ei&jqi-jR,:lR,E$‘@Ej.) 
iz-j 
(X= B, C, D). 
Here E{ (1 Gi, j< N) denotes the matrix unit E{u, = ?ijkui. We denote 
the quantum matrix on (V, bv) by E(A,)= E,,.(A,) (X=A) or E(X,)= 
E,,,(X,) (X= B, C, D). As an algebra, SE&A,) has the following 
expression. 
SEJA,) = (xii (1 G i, j< N) I .xik.xim =qpmkximxik (k < m) 
xikxjk = qppii.xikxik (i < j), Pmzk”imtxjk=Pijxjkxim 
p;;;klx,$,, -ppiiXj~X,=(q-q4’)Xi~X~k (i<j, k<m)). 
6. MULTI-PARAMETER QUANTUM GROIJPS 
When X= B, C, D, the tensor product V@ V has the following one- 
dimensional sub SE(X,)-comodule. 
Im((q-q-‘)-‘(q-lB,-qB,‘)+ l)= Kg 
5 := 2 .ziqi+ “‘RiuiQ ui,. 
i=l 
We define a group-like element quad by w(c) = 5 @ quad and call it the 
quadratic group-like element of SE(X,) (X= B, C, D). In order to define 
another group-like element of SE(X,) (X= A, B, C, D), we introduce a 
graded algebra 0(X,) = Bra,, Q,(X,) defined by the following formulas: 
fax,) = 
T( WOWid vB v - P)) (X= A, C) 
T( WOWid vB v - B), 5) (X= B, D) 
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The defining relations of Q(X,) is as follows: 
Q(A,)=(ui (l<i,<N)I Uf=0,qp,juiuj+z4,ui=0 (i<j)) 
S(X,)=(u~(1~i~N)~z~~=O(i#(N+1)/2), 
qp,iR,R,~‘u,z~,+~~j~i=O (i<j, i#j’), vi=0 (1 <i<(iV+ 1)/Z?)) 
(X=B,C,D) 
HereforX=B,C,Dandl<i<(N+1)/2,weset 
if i = 
~,+1~l+1~!+1 
- (ql!* _ q-l’*) 1 qj-l+i + 
l<j<l 
(X=B, i=l+l) 
RfruirUi+q2RjUjUjr + (4-q-l) C qj-‘+lRjUjUj 
i-ci</ 
(X=C, i<l). 
Using the diamond lemma [2], one can verify that the ordered 
monomials {u,,u, ... ui, 1 1 < i, < . .. < i, d N} form a linear basis of 
Q&Y,). In particular, 52,(X,) is a one-dimensional X(X,)- comodule. We 
define a group-like element det E &5(X,) (X= A, B, C, D) by w(ul . . . uN) = 
Ul . .. u,@det and call it the quantum determinant of SE(X,). When 
X= A, there exists a more explicit formula for this element. For 
1<iil-c ... <i,dNand I<j,< ... <j,<N, we set 
lx(il . . . . . ikf,tj~,..., j*fl 
‘= C ( El 
UE& P<V 
( -q~fdv~ac,)) xi~iljilx&(2Gz . ” “i,,kjjk 
fJ(P) > dv) 
Then, we have 
det = Ix (1, . .. . iv), (1, .._, N) I. 
The proof is standard (see, e.g., [6] or [ 111). 
481?5?;‘1-11 
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LEMMA 6.1. We have the following formuIas : 
B Kdet,v(detQ ui)= qN-‘Pid’;2 ...Pi~Ui@det 
@-=A) 
qN(R1...RN)-lRNuiOdet (X=B, C,D) 
B v,~guad(~iOquad)=q’R,R,2quadOui 
B Kquad, J quad 0 ui) = q2R; ’ R?ui 0 quad (X= B, C, D). 
We prove this lemma in the next section. Combining this lemma with 
Lemma 4.3, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 6.2. For X= A, we have 
3,.,(sr)=($l Pu’P,*)%. 
For X= B, C, D, we have 
T,dxii) = (R;‘RJ2xq, 3det(xij) = (R,‘Ri)Nxii. 
COROLLARY 6.3. (1) The element det (resp. quad, det) is central in 
SE,,&%) (rev. SEq,P,r (Xl), SE,,,(X,) (X= B, C, D)) if the following 
condition (6.1) (resp. (6.2), (6.3)) is satisfied: 
plip2i”‘pNi=~ (1 <i<fv), IION=1 (6.1) 
r,, . . . . rI= 41 (6.2) 
f-r= . . . =yN=l 1 . (6.3) 
(2) The elements det and quad are both central in SE,,,.(X,) 
(X = B, C, D) if the following condition is satisfied: 
rl, . . . . r, = 1 (X= B) 
rl, . . . . rl= fl (X= C, D). 
(6.4) 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let pii (resp. pti and ri) be non-zero numbers which 
satisfy the condition (6.1) (resp. (6.2), (6.2), (6.4) for X= B, (6.4) for 
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X=D) in addition to (5.1). We define bialgebras A(SL,,(N)) (resp, 
A(Oqm(N)h &SP,,,(~E)), &30,.(2E+ l)), A(S0,,,(20) by 
A(SL,AW) = WJ4Ndet - 1) 
m,,P,rP~+ 1)) (X= B) 
~~q,p,rWJ(wad - 1) = A(Sp,,,(20) (X= C) 
40,&0~ (X= Dj 
SE,,,(X,)/(quad - 1, det - 1) = ~~~~3’(21’ ‘)I 
(X= B) 
q,P,rwN (X= D). 
From Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 6.1, we obtain the following sufficient 
conditions for the above bialgebras to be CQT (cf. Proposition 1.2). 
PROPOSITION 6.5. (1) Let pii (1 d i, j< N) be non-zero numbers 
satisfying (6.1) and (5.1) for X=A. Then (det - 1) is a CQT biideaE of 
(“,.(A,), P(cP.)) if and only if 
co= 1, c=q (l-WINE K (N: odd) 
co= fl, c=(oq (l-‘w)l!NE K (N : eoen). 
(2) Suppose r satisfies (6.2) (resp. (6.3), (6.4j). Then (quad - 1) (resp. 
(det - l), (quad- 1, det - 1)) . 1s a CQT biideal of (SE&X,), p(cfivjj 
(X= B, C, D) if and only if the following condition (6.5) (resp. (6.6), (6.7)) 
is satisfied: 
(X= D) 
c= *q-l 
c= +q-‘r;‘wK 
c= fq-1(rr&lYJ1/2EK 
(X= B) 
(X= C) (6.5) 
(X= B) 
(X= C) (6.6) 
(X= D) 
(X= B) 
(X= C) (6.7) 
(X= D). 
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THEOREM 6.6. (1) For H=SE,,,(A,), SE,,,,(X,) (X=B, C,D), the 
bialgebra H[GLE(H)-‘1 has an antipode, which is given bJ> 
s(?cij)=(-q)i-j (Pii+l ‘*‘pifC-l (pjj+l “.PjN) 
.det-‘Ix (I...., j .../ N),jl,_._, i ,.._, N)I (X=-4), 
S(x& = q&j qi-‘R,‘Rjxj<i, (A-= B, C, D). 
(2) Each of the bialgebras defined itI Definition 6.4 has an antipode, 
(3) Let H be as in (1). Then we have the following isomorphism oj’ 
CQT bialgebras : 
ff[GLE(H)-I] ” SE,>p(A,)Cdet-‘] (X= A) 
~Eq,p,r(&)Cquad-‘l (X= B, C, D). 
Proof. (cf. [ 151, [7]). Applying “Laplace expansion” [7, Lemma 3.21 
to Q(tll) and SZ(A,)” := T( V*)/(Ker(id - ‘/IV)), we obtain left and right 
“cofactors” with respect to det E SE&A,). Hence from discussions of 
[15, Sect. 11, the bialgebras A(SL,.(N)) and SE,,.(,4,)[det-‘1 have 
antipodes. By Proposition 3.3, this proves part (3) for X= A. The case 
X= B, C, D is similar. 1 
DEFINITION 6.7. Let H be the bialgebra &!?,,.(A,) (resp. sE,,,,(B,) or 
SE,,, ADA SE,,., AC,)). We d enote the bialgebra H[GLE(H) -‘I by 
A(GL,AN)) (rev. 4GO ,,~,r(2/+ l)), ~GO~,P,AW~ A(GSp,,,(20)) 
and call it the coordinate algebra of the quantum general linear (resp. the 
odd quantum general orthogonal, the even quantum general orthogonal, the 
quantum general symplectic) group. 
By Proposition 3.2, we get the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. There exists the unique CQT Hopf algebra map 
A(GL,AN)) -+ A(SLJW) (rev. 4G0,,p,,(N)) -+ A(Oq,p,,(N)), 
A(CSP ,,P,.(N)) + A(Sp,,,(N))) which sends xij to xii and det *i (resp. 
quad, quad) to 1. 
Note. When pti=ri= 1, the algebras A(SL,,(N)) (resp. 4(0,,,(N)) 
and A(Sp,,JN)), A(SO,.(N))) were first constructed in [ 17,4] (resp. 
[S] and [15, 71). In this case, these bialgebras have the same Peter-Weyl 
decompositions as those of the corresponding (compact) classical groups 
(see [17, 71). When pii=q-% (i<j) for some a, the Hopf algebra 
A(GL,,(N)) was first introduced in [3] (N=2) and [16]. 
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7. MULTI-PARAMETER QUANTUM ENVELOPING ALGEBRAS 
Let I be a set of integers and X= [a,j]i,jsI be a (symmetrizable) 
generalized) Cartan matrix. Let (di}iEI be positive integers such that d,aii 
=djaji and that the greatest common divisor of dis is 1. Let K be a field 
and qEK” a number such that qi:=q4# +l. Let Q=[qii]i,jEI be a 
matrix such that qiiE 06 x, qii= 1 and qiiqii= 1. Then we define a K-algebra 
U,,,(X) with generators ej, fi, of’, t,? ’ by the following defining relations 
and call it a multi-parameter quantum enveloping algebra (see [lo, 121): 
sp; ’ = s;‘q = tit;’ = t,‘t, = 1, 
sisj = sjsi, titj = t,t;, si tj = tjsi, 
s.e.s:’ - ski 
ill -4i qijej, 
tieit*:’ = qFqLT ‘ej, 
SifjSLY ’ = qyq*&fj, &j&F’ = qt7”“qiifi, 
si - ti l 
eifi -fjei = 6, ~ qi -q;l’ 
(i#j), 
OS&l--ag 
C (-qii)-” lpa’ ffp”“-“~f~=o [ 1 (ifj). O<H<l--a,, n i 
Here [Eli is defined by 
in [I Jm];[m-l]i+7Mz+l]i Lrn]. = 4: - 4im n i [n]i[n-l]i...[l]i ’ I qi-qz+ 
The algebra U,,(X) has a structure of a Hopf algebra with a coproduct A, 
a counit E, and an antipode S given by 
A(Si) = SiO Si, A(ti) = ti@ t;, 
A(e,)=e,@l +si@ei, A(fi)=fiOtz~‘+mfi, 
&(Si) = &( ti) = 1, c(e,)= E(f;)=O, 
S(Si) = si’, S(tJ = t;‘, S(ei) = - si ‘ei, S(f.) = -fit;. 
For r = (Y~)~~~,P-~E K”. define an algebra automorphism (T, by 
c,(ei) = ei, 0r(fi) = rifiv O,(Si) = Y$j, o,(t,) = rpti. 
Then each one-dimensional representation of U,,(X) is isomorphic to 
E 0 or for some r. 
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Let X1 be a Cartan matrix of finite type and 4 # 0 be not a root of unity. 
Let V be a finite dimensional left U,,JX,)-module. We say that V is a 
highest weight module if V is generated by a vector u # 0 such that eiv = 0 
and sIu = i,o, tiv = /L~L’ for some &, ,U~E K x (1 d i Q I). Then, V has the 
following weight space decomposition: 
v= @ v, 
msZ:o 
tiw=pi i (q;“vqii)“j 
( 
w (1 <i<Z) 
j=l 1 
Let {u(,,,~) ( l<i<dim Vm} be a basis of V, (mei?‘,,). Let /IV be a 
YB operator such that fir,~ End 
matrix on (K PY) and {“(m,i)(o,j) 
U4,ecXr,( V@ V). Let E be the quantum 
} be the matric generator with respect to 
the basis {zQ,,~,}. W e note that there exists a unique bilinear pairing 
( , ): U,,e(Xr)@SE + H such that (1) ( , ) is a bialgebra pairing, that 
is, 
(4x1, aOb) = <x, ab), (x0.h d(a)) = <-v, a> 
(xv 1) = E(X), (1, a> =&(a) (x3 Y E uq,e(Xr), a, b E s-9, 
(7.1) 
and such that (2) it satisfies 
XL’ = TV 0 (4 Q(l) > (x E uq,&A v E VI 
(see, e.g., [6] or [7]). Let g be a group-like element of SE. 
(7.2) 
THEOREM 7.1. In the above situation, we have 
3*(x (m,j)(n,j)) = Ct;l’-“’ .‘. ty-n’, g> x(,,i)(o,j) 
m = (m,, . . . . m,), n = (n,, . . . . nl). 
ProojI We define a left action of U,,o(X[) on Kg by xg = (x, g ) g. 
Then, up to a constant multiple, v @g (resp. g@ v) is the unique vector of 
V@ Kg (resp. Kg@ V) satisfying the equations 
SkW = &(q, g) w, t,~v=Plc<t,, g>w (1 <kgZ). 
Since j?V,Kg commutes with the action of U&Xi), /?,,,,,(u 0 g) = cg @ v 
for some c # 0. Calculating both hand sides of fi/?,,,(v 0 g) = 
Bv,~,(fi(u 0 g)), we obtain a v,,,(fi~O g) = (ti, g> cg@,fig. Since 
Vcm, ,.... m,) = span{f,, . ..fi.u 1 card{j 1 i,=i} =m,}, 
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we obtain 
PI vmOKg= 0;“‘~-t;‘: g> c~~~~,,,~ (m=hj~&) 
by induction. Hence the theorem follows from Lemma 4.3. 1 
Now we return to the situation of Section 5. We define a Hopf algebra 
U= U, by U,,(X,) (X=A, C, D) or Uql!zze(BI) (X= B), where the 
parameters Q = [qii] are defined by the followmg formulas: 
Q, = Pij+lPi+ljPjiPj+li+l 
i 
Pij+lPi+ljP.jiPj+li+l 
Q,= ~i+lr~/i 
Plj+l Pjr 
i 
pij+lPi+ljPjiPj+li+I 
Q,= Pi+1 fP2 
Pr:+lPjT 
Pij+IPi+ljPjiPj+li+l 
Pi+lr-~lPi+l/PI-liPli 
PI-lj+lPljtlPjl-1Pji 
(l<i,j<l) 
(l<i<l,j=l) 
(i=l, 1 <j-cl) 
(l<i,j<I) 
(l<i<l, j=l) 
(i=I, 1 <,j<Z) 
(1 <i,j<f) 
(l<i<I, j=I) 
(i=Z, ldj<l) 
X=A 
X=B 
X=C 
X=D. 
We define a representation TC of U on V as follows: 
ei H Ej+ ‘, fit+~i~~:Ji+, 
si H diag(q”“-“‘+‘“pi+ 1 k p,; l)k 
ti H diag(q”2k-6’+Lkpi+ 1 ;lpik)k (X=A, 1 <i<l) 
ei I--+ E’i+ 1 -~~~+Jf;+~,,,f, ~+p~~r+~J;,, - Elf+‘)’ 
si ~fw,-,‘l diwh+lkp,;‘)k 
ti w ffifft’+‘l didpi+ 1 k1 pik)k (X=B,C,D, l<i<l-1) 
e/t-q I li2EI + 1 -E;;:, fi++q-1i2E;+1-E;=; 
s/HHLdiag(P,ii1)k7 trHHIdiag(PNc)k (X== B) 
el~E~f’,fl~E~+, 
S! k+ fff diag(P,‘)k, t/ w H: di%(pi)k (X= C) 
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Under the action of U on V by rc (X= A) or xc, := n 0 cr (X= B, C, D), the 
YB operator DV belongs to End,( V@ V). 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Let X= B, C, or D. Using Proposition 1.1 (2), (3) 
and the formula 
(i= 1) 
(1 <i<N) 
(i= N), 
we obtain 
P V,QN(X,)(UI 0 UI . ..u,)=~O~~~~B~,,~~N(U~O(U~O ..-a~,)) 
= qN n ( 
PklRk 
) 
UI .-.UN@U, 
I<k<N 
= qNR1 . ..RNuI...uNOul. 
where p: VBN + Q,(X,) denotes the projection. Since K det N 52,(X,), 
the formula for /? “, H det follows from quite similar discussions to the proof 
of Theorem 7.1. The proof of other formulas are similar. 1 
PROPOSITION 7.2. The hiideal I = (det - 1) (resp. (quad - 1 ), (det - 1 ), 
(det - 1, quad - 1)) of S,,.E(A,) (resp. SE,,,,(X,) (X= B, C, D)) satisfies 
the relation (U,, Z> = 0 (resp. (U,, I) = 0 (X= B, C, D)) if and only if 
(6.1) (resp. (6.2), (6.3), (6.4)) is satisfied. 
ProoJ From the first and the third relation of (7.1), (U,, (det - 1)) 
=0 if and only if (x, det)=a(x) (xe U,). Since x(ul . ..u.)= 
Ul ... u,(.x, det), this is equivalent to the fact that Q,(A,) is a trivial 
U,-module. Hence by direct computation, we get this proposition for 
X=A. Other cases are similar. 1 
From this and Theorem 6.6 (3), we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let A be one of the Hopf algebras defined in 
Definition 6.4 (resp. 6.7) and let U be the corresponding multi-parameter 
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quantum emeloping algebra. Then there exists the unique bialgebra pairing 
( , ): UQ A + K satisfying (7.2) (resp. (7.2) and the following: 
(ei, det) = (fi, det) =O, 
(si, det) = (ti, det)-’ = 
(X= A) 
(X= B, c, D). 
(7.3) 
Note. Because of the remark of Reshetikhin (see [lo, 12]), it is natural 
to expect that if the parameters are generic, the representation theory of 
U,,(X,) is similar to that of the Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra U&X,), except 
that u,,.e(XI) has many one-dimensional representations. Hence, by 
Proposltlon 7.3 and the discussions of [7, Sects. 4, 61, it is likely that 
the Hopf algebras defined in Definition 6.4 have the same Peter-Weyl 
decomposition as the corresponding classical (compact) group, if K = @, 
continuous parameters are generic, and discrete parameters are equal to 1. 
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